The Winter Battle in Masuria
The steadfastness of the troops, and especialh* the 3rd Res. Div., had resulted in a brilliant defensive victory. General von Scholtz took over command of this sector, and his sphere of command was subsequently extended as far as the Schkwa. General von Scholtz had already held commands at the Battle of Tannenberg and in Poland with great distinction. He was considerably senior in the service to the Commander of the 8th Army, General Otto von Belovr, but the General readily took service under his younger comrade.
Between the Pissa and the Orshitz General von Staabs, with his 37th Inf. Div. and the Landsturm stationed there, had gained ground in the direction of the Narew. Before long the Russians were considerably reinforced here. They attacked incessantly from Nowogrod, and, especially with the 4th Siberian Corps, from Ostrolenka. The fighting became increasingly severe, and more and more of the troops who had taken part in the winter battle had to be transferred to this point. By degrees there arrived from the loth Army the 2nd Inf. Div., the 75th Res. Div., the loth Landwehr Div. and the 4th Cav. Div. But in the end even these were not enough. The 76th Res. Div. from the loth Arm}7 was sent there also after being transferred for a time to the west of the Orshitz, under General von Gall-witz.
Owing to the character of the c'ountry, with its great stretches of marsh intersected by patches of forest and narrow defiles covered with scraggy pines, the fighting here was broken up into local actions. It placed heavy responsibility on the subordinate commands and officers of lower rank. Man fought with ^man. Though these local crises seemed interminable and the fighting dragged on into April, we were still over the frontier when it came to an end.
After the middle of February fighting was in full suing west of the Orshitz also. General von Gailwitz, an enterprising and resourceful soldier, and a man with a variety of interests in every sphere of life, was one of the best leaders in our army. He strengthened the weak front to. the west of Mlawa, and in the middle of February pushed forward here up the Vistula as
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